
1 July 68° - 

Dear Mrs Meagher, 

‘Just a reminder, as it would be an irony should you have Forgotten 
this by the time of your 8 July WLCY appearance: 

As you would probably find yourself making references| to the , 26, it 
might be interesting to a number of listeners to learn that thete is a set 
of the 26 right at their own St Pete central library. And, what's more ~ 
that a copy of your Index (a rare animal) is there also. 

_ Thanks. 

Don't answer, 

Soins Serecereee 
Steffen Sorensen 

Just to bug you: Consider that at this: point the very best that could 
happen might be to have the W/R declared, by Federal Proclamation, as being 
Holy and legally binding. Few things will attract indignant attention like 
a lousy law - end attention is certainly what is needed. As for it being 
"a travesty of justice", it would be in the first place just one more pea in 
a peafield of such travesties ~ and would in the second place be a travesty 
brought on not by the peopte on’ the street, but by hidden pressures from anony~ 
mous groups.” * ; 

cc: Helen 

*In speculating on the advantages of having the W/R declared Holy, 
I am counting on the’ likelyhood of a countryful of lawyers thereafter referring 
back to this W/R.decision as a precedence in matters not relating to the JFK 
assn, and. thereby assuring continuing controversy and interest in it. A de- 
cision declaring that a certain thing did happen is one thing, but #f¢ one declar— 
ing (in one way or another, depending on the wording) that therefore another 
thing could not have happened ~ and that all evidence tending to support the latter 
is dismissed as erroneous before it is even heard... well, thet would be quite 
another thing. It seems almost impossible that any such decision could come to’ 
pass. But in the meantime I would be in favor of letting anonymous leaders make 
their own bed,” noting recently how too disorganizdd they seem to be in their bed~ 
making. 

\


